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ABSTRACT 

The Purkinje cell (PC) degeneration (pcd) mouse harbors a mutation in Agtpbp1 

gene that encodes for the cytosolic carboxypeptidase, CCP1. The mutation causes 

degeneration and death of PCs during the postnatal life, resulting in clinical and 

pathological manifestation of cerebellar ataxia. Monogenic biallelic damaging variants 

in the Agtpbp1 gene cause infantile-onset neurodegeneration and cerebellar atrophy, 

linking loss of functional CCP1 with human neurodegeneration. Although CCP1 plays a 

key role in the regulation of tubulin stabilization, its loss of function in PCs leads to a 

severe nuclear phenotype with heterochromatinization and accumulation of DNA 

damage. Therefore, the pcd mice provides a useful neuronal model to investigate 

nuclear mechanisms involved in neurodegeneration, particularly the nucleolar stress. In 

this study, we demonstrated that the Agtpbp1 gene mutation induces a p53-dependent 

nucleolar stress response in PCs, which is characterized by nucleolar fragmentation, 

nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic mislocalization of nucleolin, and dysfunction of both 

pre-rRNA processing and mRNA translation. RT-qPCR analysis revealed reduction of 

mature 18S rRNA, with a parallel increase of its intermediate 18S-5’-ETS precursor, 

that correlates with a reduced expression of Fbl mRNA, which encodes an essential 

factor for rRNA processing. Moreover, nucleolar alterations were accompanied by a 

reduction of PTEN mRNA and protein levels, which appears to be related to the 

chromosome instability and accumulation of DNA damage in degenerating PCs.  

Our results highlight the essential contribution of nucleolar stress to PC 

degeneration and also underscore the nucleoplasmic mislocalization of nucleolin as a 

potential indicator of neurodegenerative processes.  
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Abbreviations: 

CCP1: Cytosolic carboxypeptidase 1 

DFC: Dense fibrillar component 

FC: Fibrillar centers 

NCL: Nucleolin 

NLS: Nuclear location signal 

PC: Purkinje cell 

Pcd: Purkinje cell degeneration 

SG: Stress granules 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Purkinje cell degeneration (pcd) mutant mouse harbors a mutation in the 

Agtpbp1 gene, also known as Nna1 gene (Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2002). This gene 

encodes for the cytosolic carboxypeptidase protein (CCP1), which is essential for the 

stabilization of microtubules (Kalinina et al., 2007; Muñoz-Castañeda et al., 2018; Zhou 

et al., 2018). In this vein, a recent study indicates that CCP1 also regulates 

mitochondrial mobility and fusion through deglutamylation of tubulin (Gilmore-Hall et 

al., 2018).  

  Interestingly, the pcd mutation induces a different primary postnatal 

degeneration of the several neuronal populations (Blanks et al., 1982; Fernandez-

Gonzalez et al., 2002; Greer and Shepherd, 1982; O’Gorman and Sidman, 1985), 

making this animal model highly appropriate for studying different kinds of 

degenerative processes in neurons affected by the same mutation. In this regard, while 

degeneration of photoreceptors takes about 1 year (Blanks et al., 1982), and the death of 

the thalamic neurons and the mitral cells occurs at 6 and 4 months of age, respectively 

(O’Gorman and Sidman, 1985; Valero et al., 2006), the neurodegenerative process of 

the PCs is dramatically rapid and severe and almost all of them disappear 1 month after 

birth. In addition to pcd, a monogenic biallelic variant in the gene encoding CCP1was 

very recently identified in a cohort of patients with infantile-onset neurodegeneration 

and cerebellar atrophy, linking loss of functional CCP1 to human neurodegeneration 

(Shashi et al., 2018). 

 Although the loss of function of the Agtpbp1 gene causes a severe nuclear 

phenotype in affected neuronal populations (Baltanás et al., 2011b, 2011a; Shashi et al., 

2018; Valero et al., 2006), the potential nuclear functions of CCP1 are unknown. Our 

previous studies demonstrated that during this pre-degenerative stage, PCs show a 
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progressive large-scale reorganization of chromatin, accumulation of DNA damage, and 

disruption of nucleoli and Cajal bodies in addition to cytoplasmic alterations in protein 

synthesis machinery (Baltanás et al., 2011b, 2011a).  

The nucleolus is a membraneless organelle with physicochemical and structural 

features that facilitate molecular interactions to catalyze several essential functions for 

cellular homeostasis (Boisvert et al., 2007; Tiku and Antebi, 2018). The nucleolus is 

composed of three major structural and functional components: i) fibrillar centers (FC, 

concentrate RNA pol I transcription machinery), ii) dense fibrillar component (DFC) 

that closely surrounds FC as FC-DFC units (pre-rRNA synthesis and processing), and 

iii) granular component (GC, pre-ribosome assembly) (Parlato and Kreiner, 2013; 

Raška et al., 2006; Tiku and Antebi, 2018). Although the best-known function of the 

nucleolus is the synthesis and maturation of ribosomal RNAs (rRNAS) and their 

assembly into pre-ribosomal particles (Parlato and Kreiner, 2013; Raška et al., 2006; 

Tiku and Antebi, 2018), proteomic analysis reveals that only around 30% of nucleolar 

proteins are implicated in ribosome biogenesis (Ahmad et al., 2009). Indeed, the 

nucleolus is a central hub in both coordinating cellular stress responses, including the 

p53-mediated signaling, and the maintenance of genome architecture and stability, as 

well as the cell cycle control and immobilization of nuclear proteins (Boulon et al., 

2010; Deisenroth et al., 2016). The phosphatase and tension homolog (PTEN), which is 

a negative regulator of the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, is also an important sensor of 

nucleolar stress, and regulates a broad repertoire of cellular functions, including 

ribosomal biogenesis, chromosome stability and regulation of the DNA damage 

response (Shen et al., 2007; Song et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2005). 

Nucleolar dysfunction with impairment of RNA Pol I activity, a condition 

frequently referred as “nucleolar stress” (Boulon et al., 2010; Drygin et al., 2010; Kalita 
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et al., 2008), is associated with several neurodegenerative disorders, including 

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, ALS and spinal muscular atrophy (Garcia-

Esparcia et al., 2017; Haeusler et al., 2014; Hernández-Ortega et al., 2016; Hetman and 

Pietrzak, 2012; Parlato and Kreiner, 2013; Rieker et al., 2011; Tapia et al., 2017). For 

instance, nucleolar stress induced by perturbation of rRNA synthesis after knocking out 

Tif1a, a RNA Pol I coactivator, leads to neurodegeneration in mice (Kreiner et al., 2013; 

Parlato et al., 2008). Moreover, reduction of rRNA synthesis and nucleolar size occurs 

during aging, which represents a major risk factor for neurodegenerative disorders 

(Mattson and Magnus, 2006).  

Among major nucleolar proteins involved in ribosome biogenesis, the 

multifunctional protein NLC, a molecular chaperone highly conserved in all eukaryotic 

organisms, is predominantly localized to the FC/DFC boundary and DFC (Ginisty et al., 

1998). NCL interacts directly with rDNA and pre-rRNA and plays an important role in 

promoting both pre-rRNA transcription and processing as well as the assembly of pre-

ribosomal particles (Cong et al., 2012; Ginisty et al., 1998). Thus, whereas NCL is 

associated with active ribosomal genes and assists RNA Pol I transcription, the 

interaction of NCL with pre-rRNA might be necessary for the proper RNA folding and 

processing (Ogawa and Baserga, 2017). Other important roles of NCL are the regulation 

of mRNA and the DNA damage response. Thus, NCL has effect on both turnover and 

translation of its target mRNAs, including several stress-responsive transcripts 

(Abdelmohsen and Gorospe, 2012; Yang et al., 2002), and also interacts with proteins 

involved in DNA repair process of double strand breaks (DSBs, for review (Ogawa and 

Baserga, 2017). Under certain cellular stress conditions, NCL may be redistributed from 

the nucleus to the nucleoplasm in a p53-dependent manner (Daniely et al., 2002). 
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Interestingly, mislocalization of NCL is associated with different 

neurodegenerative diseases. In ALS and frontotemporal dementia, NCL binds 

specifically to the hexanucleotide repeat expansion (GGGGCC) G-quadruplex of the 

C9orf72 gene. The binding of G-quadruplex of abortive C9orf72 transcripts to NCL 

associates with loss of nucleolar integrity and mislocalization of NCL away from the 

nucleolus to the nucleoplasm, resulting in a nucleolar stress and nucleolar pathology 

(Haeusler et al., 2014; O’Rourke et al., 2015). Similarly, in polyglutamine (PolyQ) 

neurodegenerative disorders, such as Huntington’s disease and several spinocerebellar 

ataxias, the interaction between the expanded CAG RNA and the NCL prevents pre-

RNA transcription and induces nucleolar stress (Tsoi et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2018). 

Moreover, NCL interacts with the fragile X mental retardation protein forming a protein 

complex that appears to be involved in the nucleocytoplasm shuttling of NCL (Taha et 

al., 2014). Finally, -synuclein and DJ-1, two critical proteins in Parkinson’s disease 

pathogenesis, also interact with NCL (Jin et al., 2007). Collectively, these studies 

support an important role of NCL protein in the neuronal dysfunction associated with 

several neurodegenerative disorders. 

The results reported here demonstrate the nucleolar reorganization of NCL and 

its partial translocation to chromatin and cytoplasm in degenerating PCs from the pcd 

mutant mouse. This NCL shift is associated to p53-dependent nucleolar stress, and 

results in reduced rate of pre-rRNA processing, chromosome instability and 

accumulation of poly(A) RNAs in stress granules (SG). Importantly, nucleolar stress is 

accompanied by reduced expression of PTEN, that regulates ribosomal biogenesis, 

chromosome stability and the DNA damage response (Shen et al., 2007; Song et al., 

2012; Zhang et al., 2005), three cellular mechanisms mainly affected by the Agtpbp1 

gene mutation in PCs of pcd mouse.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mouse genotyping 

Both WT and pcd mice (holding pcd1j mutation) from the C57/DBA strain were 

purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Maine, USA). For mouse genotyping, DNA 

from the tails of the mice was extracted and PCR was performed as previously 

described (Baltanás et al., 2011a). The animals were kept, handled and sacrificed in the 

NUCLEUS animal facility of the University of Salamanca according with current 

European and Spanish legislations, and the Bioethical Committee of the University of 

Salamanca approved the experiments. 

Tissue fixation and fluorescence labeling 

Mice of both genotypes were deeply anesthetized and perfused with heparinized 

saline for 1 min and fixative solution containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.2% 

saturated picric acid in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7.4, for 15 min. After 

perfusion, the vermis of the cerebellum was dissected out and post-fixed in the same 

solution for 2 h at room temperature (RT). The tissue blocks were washed in PB and 

cryoprotected with 30% sucrose overnight at 4°C until they sank. 30-μm-thick sagittal 

sections were cut using a freezing-sliding microtome (Leica Frigomobil, Jung SM 2000, 

Nussloch, Germany) and the slices were collected in PB. 

Sections were rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 3 x 5 min), and 

incubated with propidium iodide (PI, 1:1000) for 1 h at RT. Finally, the sections were 

washed in PBS, mounted, and coverslipped with antifade solution. The resulting 

material was examined with a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510). 

Squash Preparations and Immunofluorescence 

Squash preparations of PCs from fragments of the vermis were obtained as 

described (Baltanás et al., 2015). Both P20 WT and P20 pcd mice (n=3/genotype) were 
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perfused with 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The vermis was removed and post-fixed 

in the same solution for 20 min at RT. Small tissue blocks containing the PCs were 

isolated and transferred to a drop of PBS on a siliconized slide. A coverslip was then 

applied to the top of the slide, and the tissue was squashed by mechanical pressure with 

a histological needle to dissociate neuronal perikarya. The preparation was then frozen 

in dry ice, and the coverslip was removed using a razor blade. With this procedure, most 

PCs remained adhered to the slide. Cell samples were then sequentially processed in 

96% ethanol at 4°C for 10 min and PBS at 4°C.  

For immunocytochemical studies, the samples were sequentially treated with 0.1 

M glycine in PBS for 15 min and 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 45 min at RT. Then, 

they were incubated with the corresponding primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, 

washed with 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS, and incubated for 45 min in the specific 

secondary antibodies conjugated with FITC or Texas Red (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 

West Grove, PA), rinsed in PBS, and counterstained with PI or DAPI (1:2000) for 15 

min. Finally, the samples were mounted with antifade medium. They were examined 

with a laser confocal microscope Zeiss LSM 510. 

The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit polyclonal antibody anti-

53BP1 (1:200, Novus Biologicals), mouse monoclonal antibody anti-γH2AX (1:300, 

Upstate), anti-H4K20me3 (1:200, Upstate), mouse monoclonal anti-SMN (1:50, BD 

transduction laboratories), rabbit polyclonal anti-NCL (1:500, Abcam) and mouse 

monoclonal anti-UBF (1:100, Santa Cruz). 

In situ hybridization  

Squash PCs samples from both P20 WT and pcd mice were processed for 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Preparations were permeabilized with TBS-

E-SDS for 15 min at 37°C, washed three times in 6x SSPE-0.1% Tween-20 for 15 min, 
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and incubated with the probe containing tRNA for 3 h at 42°C in a humidified chamber. 

An oligo dT (50)-mer, 5′-end labeled with biotin (MWG-Biotech, Germany) was used 

as a probe for FISH to poly(A) RNA. The hybridization mixture contained 80 ng of 

oligo dT(50), 2xSSC, 1 mg/ml tRNA, 10% dextran sulfate and 25% formamide. After 

hybridization, the samples were washed in 6xSSC for 15 min, and then washed in 4x 

SSC-0.1% Tween 20 for 15 min at RT. The hybridization signal was detected with 

FITC-avidin for 30 min. For amplification of the hybridization signal, PCs samples 

were incubated with avidin-biotin for 30 min, washed in 4x SSC-0.1% Tween-20 for 

15 min and then incubated with FITC-avidin for 30 min. All samples were mounted 

with antifade medium. 

Electron Microscopy 

P20 WT and P20 pcd mice (n=3/genotype) were used to analyze the 

conventional ultrastructure of PCs. Mice were perfused with 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 

M PB, pH 7.4. The cerebellum was removed, and the vermis was isolated. 500-μm-thick 

sagittal sections were obtained using a vibratome (Leica). Then the sections were rinsed 

in 0.1 M PB, post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide diluted in double-strength buffer 

(containing 3.5% dextrose in 0.2 M PB, pH 7.4), dehydrated in acetone, and embedded 

in Araldite (Durcupan, Fluka, Switzerland). Ultrathin sections stained with uranyl 

acetate and lead citrate were examined with a JEOL 201 electron microscope. 

For immunoelectron microscopy, the animals were perfused with 3.7% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 10 min at RT. Small tissue fragments 

of the vermis were washed in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, dehydrated in increasing 

concentrations of methanol at -20°C, embedded in Lowicryl K4M at -20°C, and 

polymerized with ultraviolet irradiation. Ultrathin sections were mounted on nickel 

grids and sequentially incubated with 0.1 M glycine in PBS for 15 min, 5% BSA in PBS 
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for 30 min, and the primary mouse monoclonal anti-NCL antibody (1:50, Abcam) for 2 

h at 37°C. After washing, the sections were incubated with the goat anti-mouse IgG 

secondary antibody coupled to 10-nm gold particles (BioCell, UK, 1:50 in PBS 

containing 1% BSA) for 1 h at RT. Following immunogold labeling, the grids were 

stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate and examined with a JEOL 201 electron 

microscope. As controls, ultrathin sections were treated as described above in the 

absence of the primary antibodies. 

Western blot 

P15 and P20 WT and pcd mice (n=3/genotype/age) were euthanized and the 

vermis of the cerebellum was collected and quickly frozen before tissue homogenization 

in RIPA buffer using GentleMacs® dissociator. 50 g total protein was loaded in 

electrophoresis gels and immunoblotting was performed. Primary antibodies used were: 

rabbit polyclonal anti-CCP1 (1:1000, Proteintech), rabbit polyclonal anti-NCL (1:1000, 

Abcam), rabbit polyclonal anti-PTEN (1:1000, Abcam), mouse monoclonal anti-p53 

(1:500, Cell Signaling) and mouse monoclonal anti-tubulin (1:5000, Sigma). 

Values of protein expression were determined using ImageJ software (NIH, 

USA). 

Real time quantitative PCR 

P20 WT and pcd mice (n=3/genotype) were euthanized and the vermis was quickly 

removed and frozen. RNA was isolated with Trizol and purified with the RNeasy kit 

(Qiagen, Germany). One g of RNA was reverse-transcribed to first-strand cDNA using 

a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies) using random 

hexamers as primers. cDNA concentration was measured in a spectrophotometer 

(Nanodrop Technologies ND-1000) and adjusted to 0.5 μg/μl. For qRT-PCR analyses 

we used the following gene-specific SYBRGreen-based primers: i) for the expression of 
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rRNAs candidates 45S 5′-gaacggtggtgtgtcgtt-3′ and 5′-gcgtctcgtctcgtctcact-3, for rRNAs 

containing the mature sequence of 18S 5´-gatggtagtcgccgtgcc-3´ and 5´-

ccaaggaaggcagcaggc-3´, and for rRNA precursors containing the 5´-junction span of 

mature 18S 5´-cgcgcttccttacctggttg-3´ and 5´-ggagaggagcgagcgacc-3´; ii) for the 

expression of mRNAs of the nucleolar components nucleolin (Ncl) 5´-

attggggagggaagggaagt-3´and 5´-tcagcacttcgagttgaagca-3´, for UBF (Ubtf) 5´-

ccgcgcagcatacaaagaat-3´ and 5´-gtggtccggctagacttgg-3´, and for fibrillarin (Fbl) 5´-

tctggtccctggagagtctg-3´ and 5´-gggttccaggctctgtactc-3´; and iii) for the expression of 

Pten mRNA 5´-ttgttagcctcttgatgtgtgc-3 and 5´-tggtagccaaacggaacttca-3´. Unless 

otherwise indicated, the results obtained were normalized to mRNA expression of the 

housekeeping gene Actinb that was determined by qRT-PCR using the primers 5´-

cagccttccttcttgggtatg-3´and 5´-ggcatagaggtctttacggatg-3. All the analyses were carried 

out using GraphPad Prim 7 software for Mac. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.  

RESULTS 

Several studies have reported that PC death in the pcd mice occurs within a time 

frame from P15 to P45 (Baltanás et al., 2011b, 2011a). By means of cytochemical 

staining with PI of sagittal cryosections of the vermis we demonstrated a moderate loss 

of PC bodies at P20 in pcd mice in comparison with WT control ones (Fig. S1A, B) (8). 

Since we observed at this period that numerous healthy PCs coexist with different 

stages of PC degeneration in the cerebellar vermis, we decided to study the variations of 

the expression pattern of NCL associated with the nucleolar stress response in PCs of 

pcd mice at P20. First, we confirmed the absence of CCP1 protein expression in 

cerebellar vermis lysates from the pcd mice (Fig. S1C). By immunofluorescence, we 

then assessed the H2AX and 53BP1 immunostaining as indicator of DNA damage. As 

we previously reported, numerous H2AX- and 53BP-positive chromatin domains, 
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which tend to coalesce into one large chromatin area, were found in degenerating PCs 

of the pcd mice (Fig. S1D-F) (Baltanás et al., 2011a). Moreover, by both electron 

microscopy and H4K20me3 immunostaining, to detect repressive heterochromatin, we 

also confirmed the presence of numerous heterochromatin domains distributed 

throughout the nucleus, which tended to coalesce into a few big heterochromatic regions 

in PCs of pcd mice (Fig. S1H). 

Agtpbp1 gene mutation induces nucleolar fragmentation and perturbation of 

protein synthesis machinery 

We then addressed the nucleolar integrity by electron microscopy analysis and 

immunolabeling for the upstream binding factor (UBF), a transcription factor of 

ribosomal genes that accumulates in FC (Boisvert et al., 2007). While the prominent 

nucleolus of WT PCs contained numerous FC/DFC units (Fig. 1A, inset), degenerating 

PCs from pcd mice showed a peculiar mechanism of loss of nucleolar integrity 

including the fragmentation of the nucleolus and the presence of remaining nucleolar 

fragments spatially linked to big heterochromatin masses (Fig. 1B, inset). This nucleolar 

behavior was accompanied by the loss of UBF-positive FCs and the segregation of UBF 

remnants at the periphery of heterochromatin masses (Fig. 1B, inset).  

We have previously reported that nucleolar disruption was coupled with 

perturbation of protein synthesis machinery (Baltanás et al., 2011b). To further analyze 

this effect, we studied the localization of poly(A) RNAs by in situ hybridization. In WT 

PCs poly(A) RNAs showed a diffuse nuclear distribution, excluding the nucleolus, with 

higher concentration in nuclear speckles (Fig. 1C), nuclear domains for storage and 

assembly of splicing factors (Lamond and Spector, 2003). Importantly, a shift of 

poly(A) RNA distribution pattern was detected in degenerating PCs of pcd mice. The 

changes included loss of nuclear accumulations of poly(A) RNA in nuclear speckles 
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and its cytoplasmic concentration in SGs and, more diffusely, at the marginal cytoplasm 

(Fig. 1D). SGs also concentrated another of their typical molecular constituents in 

neurons, the survival motor neuron (SMN) protein (Fig. 1E), which is a facilitator of 

stress granule formation (Hua and Zhou, 2004). The de novo formation of SGs, which 

accumulates untranslated polyadenylated mRNAs, is consistent with reduced global 

translation in degenerating PCs of pcd mice. 

Agtpbp1 gene mutation induces the subcellular redistribution of NCL in PCs of pcd 

mice  

To gain further insight into the nucleolar response in degenerating PCs we 

analyzed by immunostaining the nucleolar and extranucleolar reorganization of NCL 

induced by the Agtpbp1 gene mutation. In WT PCs, NCL concentrated in the prominent 

round-shaped nucleoli, and was almost undetectable in the nucleoplasm (Fig. 2A-C). 

Loss of nucleolar integrity in degenerating PCs was reflected by the lobulation and 

fragmentation of NCL-immunolabeled nucleoli (Fig. 2D-F). Interestingly, a remarkable 

nucleoplasmic accumulation of NCL was observed in all PCs exhibiting nucleolar 

alterations and large heterochromatin masses (Fig. 2D-I). Moreover, particularly in 

neurons exhibiting central chromatolysis, NCL was translocated to the cytoplasm as PC 

degeneration proceeded (Fig. 2G-L). These changes in NCL staining pattern were 

associated with the formation of large heterochromatin masses counterstained with PI 

(Fig. 2D-I), reflecting gene silencing in extensive genome domains. The close spatial 

association of nucleolar fragments with heterochromatin domains was confirmed in PCs 

immunolabeled for NCL and counterstained with DAPI (Fig. 2J-O). 

Immunoelectron microscopy analysis of NCL in PCs from WT and pcd mutant 

mice confirmed the subnuclear redistribution of NCL observed with the 

immunofluorescence analysis. Thus, WT PCs exhibited a typical reticulated nucleolar 
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pattern of NCL corresponding to the organization of the DFC around of FCs (Fig. 3A). 

Several changes in NCL localization were detected in degenerating PCs. They included 

nucleolar compaction of the DFC with loss of FCs, formation of small cavities, which 

contained an electron-dense NCL-negative intranucleolar body (INoB, (Tapia et al., 

2017) and the appearance of NCL-positive nucleolar fragments frequently associated 

with the heterochromatin masses (Fig. 3B-D). The formation of large heterochromatin 

masses, some of them attached to the nucleolar surface or even completely surrounding 

an NCL-immunoreactive nucleolar fragment, was a prominent finding in degenerating 

PCs (Fig. 3C-E). Interestingly, immunoelectron microscopy demonstrated de specific 

extranucleolar redistribution of NCL in the structured chromatin (Fig. 3F). Indeed, NCL 

was excluded from the interchromatin granule clusters, chromatin free nuclear 

compartments corresponding to nuclear speckles of splicing factors at light microscopy 

level (Lamond and Spector, 2003). 

We then investigated whether the redistribution of NCL in PCs from pcd mice 

correlated with variations in mRNA and protein levels of NCL. By P20, no-significant 

differences were found in neither in Ncl mRNA expression nor NCL protein levels in 

the cerebellar vermis between WT and pcd experimental groups (Fig. 4A, B). These 

finding indicates that the subcellular redistribution of NCL, rather than a variation of its 

mRNA and protein expression, is involved in the dysfunction of PCs of the pcd mice. 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that these mRNA and protein data are referred to the 

whole cerebellar vermis, not only to PCs. Consequently, the possible contribution of 

other cerebellar neuronal or glial populations cannot be excluded.  

Next, we investigated whether the nucleolar stress response was dependent on 

p53 (Deisenroth and Zhang, 2010). Interestingly, p53 protein levels were increased 

significantly in the pcd cerebella at P20 (Fig. 4D). In order to analyze whether the 
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changes of p53 were a direct consequence of Agtpbp1 mutation we analyzed its 

expression at p15, prior to PC degeneration. At this period no variations in protein 

expression were detected (Fig. 4C), supporting a p53-dependent nucleolar stress 

response directly associated with the neurodegenerative process of PCs, rather than with 

Agtpbp1 mutation itself. 

Agtpbp1 gene mutation affects pre-rRNA processing in the cerebellum 

To further investigate the impact of Agtpbp1 gene mutation on the nucleolar 

functions, particularly on pre-rRNA synthesis and processing, we used RT-qPCR to 

analyze changes in mRNA expression levels of the pre-rRNA 45S, mature rRNA 18S 

and an intermediate precursor of the 18S rRNA, the 18S-5’ ETS (external transcribed 

sequence) junction rRNA, which corresponds to a sequence junction between the ETS 

and contiguous mature 18S rRNA. Interestingly, whereas non-significant changes were 

detected in the expression of pre-rRNA 45S, the relative abundance of the intermediate 

18S-5’ ETS junction rRNA and mature 18S rRNA, with respect to 45S precursor, 

significantly increased and decreased, respectively, in P20 pcd cerebellar extracts as 

compared with WT counterparts (Fig. 4E-G). These data support a dysfunction of pre-

rRNA processing resulting in the accumulation of an intermediate precursor of the 18S 

rRNA and the consequent reduction in its mature form. Consistent with this view, we 

found a significant decrease of the mRNA encoding fibrillarin (Fig. 4H), a key 

nucleolar protein of the DFC specifically involved in pre-rRNA processing (Boisvert et 

al., 2007; Raška et al., 2006). Moreover, the expression of UBTF mRNA, which 

encodes the transcription factor UBF (Boisvert et al., 2007), showed a moderate, but 

significant, reduction in pcd cerebella as compared with WT samples (Fig. 4I). 

PTEN expression is affected during PC degeneration process 
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Recently, the canonical functions of PTEN as a negative regulator of the 

PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, have been expanded to include phosphatase-independent 

activities with special relevance in nuclear functions such as chromosome stability and 

DNA repair (Shen et al., 2007). PTEN is preferentially expressed in PCs and olfactory 

mitral neurons (Lachyankar et al., 2000), two cellular targets of Agtpbp1 gene mutation. 

Moreover, the alternatively translated isoform PTEN  interacts with NCL and regulates 

ribosomal gene transcription (Liang et al., 2017). Taken together, these data prompted 

us to investigate whether the reorganization of NCL associated with changes in PTEN 

expression. By P20, RT-qPCR measurement of the relative abundance of Pten mRNA 

showed a significant reduction in pcd cerebellar vermis extracts as compared with WT 

samples (Fig. 5A). Similarly, protein levels of PTEN decreased significantly in 

cerebellar lysates from pcd mice in comparison with WT cerebella at P20, but non-

significant differences were observed at P15, prior to PC degeneration stage (Fig. 5B). 

Importantly, two cellular manifestations of PTEN loss, chromosomal reorganization and 

accumulation of DNA damage, are typical features of degenerating PCs in pcd mice 

(Baltanás et al., 2011a). Indeed, in situ hybridization of telomeric DNA in combination 

of immunostaining for H2AX revealed a normal distribution of telomeric spots 

throughout the nucleus of control WT PCs (Fig. 5C), and the dramatic loss of 

chromosome stability with clustering and fusion of telomeres in DNA damaged 

chromatin domains in PCs samples from pcd mice (Fig. 5D, E).  

 

DISCUSSION 

Here we reported that the Agtpbp1 gene mutation-induced PC degeneration 

alters the nucleolar localization of NCL, induces p53-dependent nucleolar stress, 

dramatically changes chromatin architecture, interferes with the translational activity 
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leading to the formation of SGs, and downregulates PTEN expression. Curiously, this 

severe cellular phenotype is apparently unrelated to the well-established function of the 

Agtpbp1 gene product, the carboxypeptidase CCP1, in microtubule stabilization 

(Gilmore-Hall et al., 2018; Kalinina et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2018). Nonetheless, 

although the potential nuclear functions of CCP1 are unknown, the cellular alterations 

reported here and previously in PCs and mitral cells harboring Agtpbp1 gene mutation 

(Baltanás et al., 2011b, 2011a; Valero et al., 2006) suggest that CCP1 is a 

multifunctional protein with potential regulatory roles in nuclear function and 

chromosome stability. In this vein, it has been reported the coexpression and interaction 

of Agtpbp1 and the amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)-linked gene C90rf72 suggesting 

that Agtpbp1 serves as a C90rf72 interacting partner contributing to regulate several 

important neuronal functions (Kitano et al., 2015). 

The pcd mutation is a model of ataxic mice that shares clinical and 

histopathological manifestations of inherited human spinocerebellar ataxias, such as 

defective motor coordination and degeneration and loss of PCs (Lim et al., 2006; Wang 

and Morgan, 2007). In fact, it has been very recently described that the loss of CCP1 

expression induces infantile-onset neurodegeneration affecting cerebellum, spinal motor 

neurons and peripheral nerves (Shashi et al., 2018). Bioinformatic analysis of the 

protein interactome network in inherited cerebellar ataxias with PC degeneration 

revealed that several ataxia proteins are implicated in nuclear functions (Lim et al., 

2006). Accordingly, disruption of the nucleolus with nucleolar stress and loss of 

chromosomal integrity in PCs are cardinal features of the ataxic pcd mice (Baltanás et 

al., 2011b, 2011a). Given that the pivotal role of the nucleolus in coordinating cellular 

stress response and ribosome biogenesis, nucleolar stress is emerging as an important 

physiopathological mechanism shared by a wide-range of neurodegenerative disorders 
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(Garcia-Esparcia et al., 2017; Haeusler et al., 2014; Hernández-Ortega et al., 2016; 

Hetman and Pietrzak, 2012; Parlato and Kreiner, 2013; Rieker et al., 2011; Tapia et al., 

2017). 

Our results indicate that the mutation of the Agtpbp1 gene in PCs induces, either 

directly or indirectly, a p53-dependent nucleolar stress with nucleolar fragmentation, 

mislocalization of NCL and perturbation of pre-rRNA processing. As far as we know, 

the present study provides the first analysis of NCL distribution in WT PCs and its 

nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic mislocalization in degenerating PCs. Due to the high 

affinity for nucleolar components, NCL is localized almost exclusively within the 

nucleolus where it participates in several steps of ribosome biogenesis (Abdelmohsen 

and Gorospe, 2012; Ginisty et al., 1999). NCL has a nuclear localization signal (NLS) 

and shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm, although only a very small amount of 

NCL is detected in the cytoplasm due to its rapid and efficient nuclear re-import (Borer 

et al., 1989; Schmidt-Zachmann and Nigg, 1993). 

In the case of pcd mice, our results show that the nucleoplasmic mislocalization 

of NCL is shared by all PCs exhibiting neurodegenerative signs such as nucleolar 

fragmentation and massive heterochromatinization. Since both mRNA and protein 

levels of NCL were preserved in the cerebellar vermis of pcd mice, we thought that the 

notable increase of the nucleoplasmic pool of NCL presumably reflects the loss of NCL 

affinity for nucleolar ligands and might serve as a reliable sensor of nucleolar stress. 

Consistent with this view, in non-neuronal populations, mobilization of NCL from the 

nucleolus to the nucleoplasm occurs in a p53-dependent manner in response to certain 

stress conditions that perturb global transcription, including heat shock, -irradiation 

and treatment with camptothecin and actinomycin D (Daniely et al., 2002; Perlaky et 

al., 1997). Our finding of a close relationship between nucleolar stress and 
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nucleoplasmic redistribution of NCL is also consistent with the essential role of NCL in 

two groups of neurodegenerative disorders: polyQ diseases and C9orf72 gene-linked 

ALS and frontotemporal dementia. Thus, NCL binds specifically with the expanded 

CAG RNA of polyQ diseases and with the G-quadruplex of abortive C9orf72 

transcripts. Both pathological interactions displace NCL from the nucleolus, resulting in 

its nucleoplasmic mislocalization and impairment of rRNA transcription with nucleolar 

stress (Haeusler et al., 2014; O’Rourke et al., 2015; Tsoi et al., 2012). Regarding the 

cytoplasmic accumulation of NCL, it likely reflects a defective nuclear import of the 

protein associated with the global perturbation of PC homeostasis. Cytoplasmic 

accumulation of NCL has also been reported in adenovirus-infected cells and 

interpreted as a viral mechanism to subvert nucleolar functions (Matthews, 2001). 

Finally, NCL mislocalization may be involved in the defective DNA repair observed in 

PCs of the pcd mice. In fact, it is well known that the multifunctional NCL has also a 

role in the DNA damage response induced by DSBs. This NCL function may be 

governed by p53 and is mediated by its direct interaction with several factors of the 

DNA damage signaling and repair pathways (Daniely et al., 2002; Kobayashi et al., 

2012). Therefore, in addition to the contribution of NCL to nucleolar stress in 

degenerating PCs, its role in the DNA damage response opens a new research horizon in 

neurodegenerative disorders with defective DNA repair. 

The induction of a nucleolar stress response in PCs of the pcd mice is supported 

by the loss of nucleolar integrity with nucleolar fragmentation (Baltanás et al., 2011b), 

nucleolar detention of proteins in INoBs and defective rRNA processing. Interestingly, 

the restructuration of nucleolar architecture with loss of FC/DFC units and the 

formation of NCL-free INoBs observed in stressed PCs, besides their implication in 

rRNA synthesis and processing, may also be associated with a nucleolar sequestration 
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of certain proteins, depriving them of their dynamic access and interactions with their 

corresponding cellular effectors (Lam and Trinkle-Mulcahy, 2015). Thus, in cultured 

cells, it has been shown that in response to cellular stresses certain proteins carrying a 

nucleolar detention sequence are immobilized within a “detention center” of the 

restructured nucleolus (Audas et al., 2012; Lam and Trinkle-Mulcahy, 2015). Moreover, 

we have previously reported that nucleolar stress induces the retention of SUMO-

conjugated proteins in transcription-free INoBs in cultured cells and spinal cord motor 

neurons from a spinal muscular atrophy murine model (Brun et al., 2017; Tapia et al., 

2017). 

It is of interest the affectation of rRNA processing detected by RT-qPCR 

analysis in the cerebellar vermis of pcd mice. The reduction of mature 18S rRNA, 

associated with an increase in its 18S-5’ ETS junction intermediate, suggests a defective 

processing of the pre-rRNA, particularly of the first step involving a cleavage of the 

precursor within the 5’ ETS. Importantly, previous studies have demonstrated that NCL 

catalyzes this 5’ ETS processing by direct interaction with both pre-rRNA and the U3 

snoRNP (Ginisty et al., 2000, 1998). Previous studies have shown that the U3 snoRNP 

binds to nascent pre-rRNA and is required for two early maturation steps of 18S rRNA: 

cleavage of the precursor and methylation of ribose moieties of ribonucleotides (Dragon 

et al., 2002; Kiss-László et al., 1996). The dysfunction of pre-rRNA processing in the 

pcd cerebellar vermis is also supported by the drop in the transcription rate of Ubtf and 

Fbl genes encoding UBF and fibrillarin, respectively. Given that fibrillarin is an 

essential core protein of the U3 snoRNP with methyltransferase activity (Baserga et al., 

1991), its reduced mRNA expression in the cerebellar vermis of pcd mice might 

contribute to dysfunction of pre-rRNA processing. 
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 Collectively, the changes associated with the nucleolar stress in degenerating 

PCs are consistent with defective ribosome biogenesis and translation activity, as 

revealed by the disassembly of polyribosomes into mRNA-free monoribosomes 

(Baltanás et al., 2011b) and the formation of poly(A) RNA-rich SGs, two cellular 

responses that were not observed in WT PCs. In particular, the formation of SGs clearly 

reflects a cellular stress condition with local sequestration of polyadenylated mRNAs 

and certain RNA-binding proteins, including SMN, under translational inhibition 

(Anderson and Kedersha, 2008; Hua and Zhou, 2004). Overactive SG formation has 

been linked to neurodegeneration in ALS and tautopathies in which there is an abnormal 

aggregation of pathological proteins such as TDP-43 or tau (Wolozin, 2012).  

It is noteworthy that the reduction of both mRNA and protein levels of PTEN in 

the cerebellar vermis of pcd mice is coincident with the period of time when the PC 

degeneration takes place and with the peak of Agtpbp1 gene expression occurs in the 

cerebellar vermis under physiological conditions (Baltanás et al., 2013). In the central 

nervous system, PTEN is preferentially expressed in neuronal targets of pcd mutation, 

particularly mitral cells and PCs, and it has been implicated in neuronal differentiation, 

plasticity and injury (Kwak et al., 2010; Lachyankar et al., 2000). Although PTEN plays 

a key role in cancer acting as tumor-suppressor, it is also emerging as a factor involved 

in some neurological disorders (Kwak et al., 2010). Of great relevance is the nuclear 

function of PTEN that appears to be unrelated with its well-described role in the 

PI3K/AKT signaling pathway. Thus, Pten-deficient MEFs show severe chromosome 

instability and exhibit a great incidence of spontaneous DSBs (Shen et al., 2007). PTEN 

regulates chromosome integrity via its direct interaction with centromeric proteins and 

also induces the expression of the DNA repair factor RAD51 (Shen et al., 2007). In this 

context, the alteration of chromosome architecture, with a dramatic rearrangement of 
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telomeres, and the accumulation of DNA damage reported here and previously 

(Baltanás et al., 2011a), are nuclear hallmarks of PC degeneration in the pcd mice. 

Although future studies are required to elucidate the nuclear mechanisms of 

chromosome instability in degenerating PCs, our results suggest that PTEN plays an 

important role in maintaining chromosome architecture.  

Conclusions 

In conclusion, nucleolar stress with fragmentation of the nucleolus and NCL 

mislocalization, associated with impairment of pre-rRNA processing, are key features of 

the nucleolar PC-phenotype induced by the Agtpbp1 gene mutation. This nucleolar 

stress seems to be a key component in the pathophysiology of cerebellar ataxia in the 

pcd mouse. Nucleolar stress is emerging as an important factor in a growing list of 

neurodegenerative disorders. The modulation of nucleolar function is an accessible 

target for drug development, which has already been exploited in cancer therapy (for 

review, (Hein et al., 2013). Similarly, the nucleolus and ribosome biogenesis will 

probably soon emerge as an untapped potential neuroprotective target in 

neurodegenerative disorders. 
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Figure 1. (A) Representative electron micrographs showing a typical reticulated 

nucleolus of a PC from a WT mouse with numerous FC/DFC units (asterisks). Inset. 

Confocal microscopy image of a WT PC immunolabeled for UBF (green) and 

counterstained with PI. Note the nucleolus with numerous UBF-positive FCs. (B) 

Electron microscopy image of a mutant PC. Nucleolar fragments of dense fibrillar 

components appeared attached to a large heterochromatin mass. Inset. Prominent 

heterochromatin masses counterstained with PI exhibit isolated UBF-positive spots, 

which are segregated remnants of FC/DFC units, at their surface. Scale bars (A-B): 

1µm. (C-D) In situ hybridization for poly(A) RNA in PCs from WT (C) and pcd (D) 

mice. Note in panel C the typical nuclear distribution of polyadenylated mRNAs diffuse 

in the nucleoplasm, concentrated in nuclear speckles and absent in the nucleolus (No). 

The cytoplasmic poly(A) RNA signal corresponds to the distribution of protein 

synthesis machinery. In a degenerating PC (E) nuclear speckles disappear and 

polyadenylated mRNAs appear concentrated in numerous stress granules, which are 

also immunostained for the SMN protein (E). Arrow in E indicates a SMN-positive 

nuclear body identified as a Cajal body. Scale bar: 5µm.  

Figure 2. (A-O) NCL immunolabeling of PCs from P20 WT (A-C) and pcd (D-O) mice 

counterstained with PI (A-I) or DAPI (J-O). The WT PC exhibits a prominent NCL-

positive nucleolus and well developed rRNA-rich Nissl substance stained with PI (A-

C). Degenerating PCs show lobulation and fragmentation of nucleoli, nucleoplasmic 

and cytoplasmic accumulation of NCL (D-O). Note the close association of NCL-

positive nucleolar fragments with prominent heterochromatin clumps counterstained 

with DAPI. Scale bar: 10µm. 

Figure 3. (A-F) Immunogold electron microscopy for NCL in PCs from P20 WT (A) 

and pcd mice (B-F). (A) Typical reticulated nucleoli of a WT PC showing the 
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preferential distribution of NCL-associated gold particles on the DFC. Ht: nucleolus 

associated heterochromatin. Scale bar: 0.3µm. (B) Nucleolar compaction of NCL-

positive DFC in the central region of the nucleolus. Note an intranucleolar vacuole 

containing an INoB (asterisk). Scale bar: 0.3µm. (C) A nucleolar fragment 

immunoreactive for NCL (asterisk) appears attached to the nucleolus. Note the presence 

of three prominent masses of nucleolus-associated heterochromatin (Ht). (D) A 

nucleolar fragment immunolabeled for NCL (asterisk) appears attached to a mass of 

heterochromatin (Ht) in the vicinity of the nucleolus (No). Scale bar: 0.3µm. (E) An 

intensely NCL-immunolabeled nucleolar remnant (asterisk) appear completely 

surrounded by heterochromatin (Ht). Scale bar: 0.4µm. (F) Distribution of NCL in 

euchromatin domains. Note the absence of gold articles an interchromatin granule 

cluster (IGC). Scale bar: 150nm. 

Figure 4. (A) RT-qPCR of the relative levels of Ncl mRNA expression in RNA extracts 

of the cerebellar vermis from P20 WT and pcd mice. No significant differences (n.s) 

were found when comparing WT and pcd samples. (B) Western blot analyses of NCL 

protein levels in cerebellar vermis lysates from WT and pcd mice at P20 (C). No 

significant differences were found between both experimental groups at any stage. (C-

D) Western blots of p53 protein levels in cerebellar vermis lysates from WT and pcd 

mice at P15 (C) and P20 (D). Whereas no significant differences were found between 

WT and pcd samples at P15, p53 expression significantly increased in pcd samples at 

P20. Protein levels were normalized to tubulin and the fold increase estimated. (E-G) 

RT-qPCR of the relative levels of the pre-rRNA precursor 45S, mature 18S rRNA and a 

18S-5’ ETS junction intermediate in RNA extracts of cerebellar vermis from P20 WT 

and pcd mice. No significant differences of pre-rRNA 45S were found between WT and 

pcd samples (E). In contrast, the expression of the mature 18S rRNA significantly 
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decrease (F) in parallel with an increase of the 18S-5’ ETS junction intermediate. 

*p<0.05 (C). The bars represent the mean ± SD. RT-qPCR analyses were always 

confirmed in triplicate. (H-I) RT-qPCR determination of the relative levels of Fbl (H) 

and Ubtf (I) mRNAs in the cerebellar vermis from WT and pcd mice at P20. Both 

mRNA levels were significantly reduced in pcd samples. *p<0.05. The bars represent 

the mean ± SD. RT-qPCR analyses were always confirmed in triplicate. 

Figure 5. (A) RT-qPCR of the relative levels of Pten mRNA in RNA extracts of 

cerebellar vermis from WT and pcd mice at P20 (n=3/genotype). A significant decrease 

was found in pcd samples. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. **p<0.01 (B) Western 

blots analysis of PTEN protein levels in cerebellar vermis lysates from WT and pcd 

mice at P15 and P20. Whereas no significant differences were found between WT and 

pcd samples at P15, PTEN expression significantly decreased in pcd samples at P20, 

during the degeneration phase of PCs. Protein levels were normalized to tubulin and the 

fold increase estimated. (C-E) In situ hybridization for telomeric DNA in combination 

with H2AX immunostaining in PCs from a WT and pcd mice at P20. Numerous 

telomeric spots appear randomly distributed throughout the nucleus in a control PC 

lacking H2AX immunostaining (C). (D) As PC degeneration proceeds, the number of 

telomeric spots decreased and tended to coalesce in larger telomeric spots. (E) At later 

stages of PC degeneration most telomeres become spatially aggregated into a giant spot. 

Scale bars: 5µm. 

Supplementary Figure 1. (A-B). Sagittal sections of the vermis from P20 WT (A) and 

pcd mutant mice (B) stained with propidium iodide (PI) illustrating the loss of PCs in 

pcd. Scale bars: 75µm. (C) Western inmunoblot showing CCP1 lack of expression in 

pcd mice. Tubulin was used as protein loading control. (D-F) Double immunolabeling 

for H2AX (green) and 53BP1 (red) in PCs from P20 WT (D) and pcd mice (E,F). 
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Whereas the WT PC exhibits a diffuse nucleoplasmic signal of 53BP1 and absence of 

H2AX signal (D), large nuclear domains strongly immunostained for H2AX appear in 

PCs from pcd mice (E,F). Although 53BP1 was expressed in the nucleoplasm of 

degenerating PCs, only a weak or undetectable signal was found in H2AX-positive 

domains (E,F). Scale bars: 5µm. (G-H) Representative electron micrographs of PC 

nuclei from P20 WT (G) and pcd mouse (H). Note the predominant euchromatin pattern 

of the WT PC (G) and the heterochromatinization in the mutant PC with numerous 

heterochromatin clumps (H). Scale bars: 1µm. Insets: Distribution of heterochromatin 

domains in P20 WT and pcd PCs immunolabeled for the histone H4K20me3. Scale 

bars: 5µm. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 

 Nucleolar stress is a key feature during degeneration of Purkinje cells in pcd 
mice 

 

 Misslocation of nucleolin is a sign of nucleolar stress in Purkinje cells of pcd 
mice 

 

 Nucleolar stress in  Purkinje cells  occurs in a p53 dependent manner 
 

 PTEN reduction correlates with the neurodegenerative process of Purkinje cells  
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